
fi,-" Me l&.v
Geometry (Common ffieview

UNIT 5 - GEOMETRY IN THE COORDINATE
PLANE HOMEWORK PACKET

1. What is an equation of the line that passes

through (-9,12) and is perpendiq-ular to the
1inewhose"n,,uoi;ffi.{^,ng,0qc.LFf,p,eho.n9<si7a.)
(r) y: {r * 15 (Zr'u : 3t: 15 J
(3)y:{r- 13 (4)Y:-3r+27 b

2. In circle O, a diameter has endpoints (-5,4)

.rrd 13,-61. What is the length of the
"diameter?

O \/1 ( ,-r l) ?r (.rr - tl
(3) \i10 4)v -S.i) tC t, ?

3. Point M is'the midpoint of AB. tf the
d7 ffiI

coordinates of A are (-3,6) and the coordinates
c: ,I/@

-2
-

e) z\/2
@) 2\/T a

)
Y- -3Y47

)a-3x ^/{

of M are (-5,2), what are the coordinates of B?

(2) (7,10)
(4\ (-7,-2)

@k,
(1) (1,2)

(3) (-4,4)
(fr

C-^
3 )

4. \\'hat is the distance between the points (-3,2)
and (1,0)?

G) 2vE @ z\fr $) 5\n $) 2\/B

5 ! -3><r't

-3
(4) -6

6. Segment AB is the diameter of circle M. The
coordinates of A are (-4,3). The coordinates of
M are (1,5). What are the coordinates of B?

(1) (6,7) (2) (5,8)

(3) (-3,8) (4) (-5,2)

7. What is the equation of a line passing through
the point (6,1) and parcllgl"to the line whose
eqtration is 3r = 2y + 4?

(1) y: -f;r*tt (2) U--tr-i3
(3)y:lr B t4)y:$;r'-5

J-Y=

-t/-

_Ll

tia-x )at (y3-y1 )a
j: .bDr+(a - o

J l(s 4Lf

:{

-D
5. What is the slope of a line pSfrendicular to the

line whose equation i.2y :g 18?-...-(1)-3 , v e
Jr

(2)

(3)

.L
6

I
3

_t
3 d\- ,rT,

@Tr
7- k\Knrl?''lau

ryf t,{)+r
0 (b/7 )
S+ep j i'$insl Slc:0L-- 

3x--2)
-Lt

!fr

v 3{y
3
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t*e{ :l : Fir,a hA

*t+&z
(

eJ oc.8. Triangle ABC has vertices A(0,0), 8(6,8), and
C(8,4). Which equation represents the
nernendicular bisector af. BC?

(L)y:2r-6 {z\a:-2r*4(3)y:i*+1 $)a--i"+f
9. What is the slope of the line perpendicular to

the line represented by the equation2x * 4y =
t2?

(1)*2 {2)2 (3) i W+
10. The lines whose equations are

2r a 3'!t :4 arrd '!J : wt:t: r 6 will be

perpendicular when nr is

(1) - * e) -'i (B) 3 (4) 3
11. The graphs ofthe lines represented by the

equations'g : i'rf 7 and'y - -*:, - 2 are

(1) parallel
(2) horizontal
(3) perpendicular
(4) intersecting, but not perpendicular

12. The lines represented by the equation
4r *6A - 6 and A --',lt: - l are

(1) parallel
(2) the same line
(3) perpendicular
(4) intersecting, but not perpenilicular

13. Line lpasses through the point (5, 3) and is
paral}el to line & whose equation is
5r * U : 6. An equation of line I is

(r) y: |.r.*2 tz)'s: -5:I: +28
(3) y : lr - 2 (4)'A : -5r - 28

14. The equations of lines k, p, and m are given
below:

k:'t:*2?l-6
p:6:ri3y-12
ttt '. -r * 2Y: 10

Which statement is true?

(l?Lm, qryrnlk

6+"01 1 6rnd <hge o.C

U--rr t -LfJ?Jrz-a
42-*, G-Y

f,ll ( 4 t+V.l \T/
,8y)-_,

3
tb+8Itt ( e )

vI uv(vl I

(t,
el

-*
:

E=A

31tel I trrnd 1; rr{'-

Y-Yr?Y\(X-V,)
\ _G = 3c**?)

\- ivr.-S

(s) A, I rr
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15. What is the length of AB with endpoints A
(-1,0) and B(4,-3)?

$ vG (2) v/is
(3) v€a @) tm

16. A line segment has endpoints (4,7) arrd (1,11).
What is the length of the segment?

(1) 5 (2) 7 (3) 16 (4) 25

17. What is the slope of a line perpendicular to
the line represented by the equation :c * 2y =
o.)oi

(t) -2 (z) z (3) -; &) ;
18. Triangle ABC is graphed on the set of axes

below.

v

What are the coordinates of the point of
intersection of the medians of A.qAC?

(1) (-1,2) (2) (-3,2)
(3) (0,2) (4) (1,2)

19. The equation of a line is 131t7 l* 2:r: : 12. What
is the slope of the line perpendicular to the
given line?

(1)3 Q)3 (3)-3 G)-l

-St I r/ o' + { + -

Cer*ro;d
.r rt *a+9 \ ,+ ntr+y

)

-J

6\
I3/ -t&

3

X ( )

-

v 3

B

C
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20. Which equation represents the line that is
perpendicular to 2y = *+ 2 and passes
through the point (4,3)?

(1)y=1,*-5 {2)y=jx+I
(3)y--2x+ll (4) y=-2x-5

21. An equation of the line that passes through
(2,-l) and is parallel to the line 2y l 3r : 8
is

(t) A-')r-J (2) U:$t: -t4
(3) y : -'jr-2 (4) y : -|r*2

zz.Ifthe endpoints of AB are Ak!,S) and B
(2,-5), what is the length af AB7

(1) zt/-Sqz> 2 (3) v4r tal s
23. What is the length of the line segment with

endpoints A(-6,4) arrd B(2, -5)?

(1) \,43 Q> \/m G) \m $) \n4b
24. Given /l shown below, with ,4/(-6, 1) and

n(3, -5), what is an equatian of the line that
passes through point P(6. 1) and is parallel
to ,tr'A'?

(1)y:-lr*5 {2)y:-{r-3
(3) s:|t:-tT (4),y - ]r-E

25. What is the slope of a line perpendicular to
the line whose equation is 202 - 2'!l : 6?

(1) -10 (z) -# tel ,o (4) +

x
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26. Which equation represents a line that is
parallel to the line whose equation is 3r - 2y

--q- l!

(L) y- -fz * 5 (2) y :'1.,r * 4

(3\a:]r-tt (4):q:f;r-4
27 . Lirre nz and point P are shown in the graph

below.

Which equation represents the line passing
through P and parallel to iine rn?

G):a-3-zlt+2)
(2)yt2:2(l.-3)
(3) y - 3 - - j(r + z1

(4) yt2: -|(r-3)
28. What is the equation of the line that passes

through the point (-9,6) and is perpendicular
to the line t/ '*- 3n lt?

(1) Y :3:x *27 Q) ,y - 1., 3

(3) y : 3:r; * 33 (D y: -{;ir * 3

29. Which equation represents a line that passes

through the point ( 2,6) and is parallel to
the line whose equation is 3;r: 4y - 6?

(1) 3r * 4U: 18 (2) 4:r + 3tt : 10

(B) 3r: * 4!/ :30 (4) -4r l3Lr : 26

I
I

I

r
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30. What is the slope of a line perpendicular to
the line whose equation is 3r; - 7'y * 14 : 0

?

(1)+ (2)-i rsl 3 (4)-+

31. What is an equation of the line that passes

through the point (7,3) and is parallel to the
line 4r + 2Y = 192

(1) I I
l-'22

))
I 13

))
LL

(3) ,y=2x-ll
(4) ), = -2x +17

32. What is the length of R^5 with R(-2,3) and S
(4,5)?

o 2\/, Q) 40

(3) 2\m @) 2\,87

33. Line segment AB is a diameter of circle O
whose center has coordinates (6,8). What are

the coordinates of point B if the coordinates
of point A are (4,2)?

(1) (1,3) (2) (5,5)

(3) (8,14) (4) (10,10)

34. Parallelogram ABCD has coordinates A(1,5),
B(6,3), C(3, -1), and D( -2, l). What are the
coordinates of E, the intersection of
diagonals -lC and SDz

(1') (2,2) (2) (4.5,L)

(3) (3.5,2) (4) (-1,3)

(2)
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5. Base )-our ans\\-el to the follorving question on
The r-eltices of the triangle in the diagram
belou'ale l(7.9), B(3,3), and C(11,3).

\\rhat are the coordinates of the centroid of A
ABC?

(1) (5,6) (2) (7,3)

(3) (7.5) (4) (e,6)

36. \\-hat is an equation of the line that passes
through the point (-2,1) and is parallel to
the line whose equation is 4r; - 2!J : 8?

(1) U:lt:*2 (2)'g:f,r-2
G)'!r - ):1 { t1 @) 'Y :2:r - lt

37. What is the length of a line segment whose
endpoints have coordinates (5,3) and (1,6)?

(1) 5 (2) 25
(3) \h7 @ \/N

X
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38. In the diagram below, quadrilateral ABCD
has vertices A(-5,1), 8(6,-1), C(3,5), and D
(-2,7).

Whar are the coordinates of the midpoint of
diagonal MZ
(1) (-1,3) (2) (1,3)
(3) (1,4) (4) (2,3)

39. The midpoint of ,{B rs M(4,2).If the
coordinates of A are (6,-4), what are the
coordinates of B?

(1) (1, -3) (2) (2,8)
(3) (5, -1) (4) (r4,0)

40. What is the length of the line segment whose
endpoints are A(-1,9) and B(7,4)?

(1) vGT Q) yEs e) J-Zor\q \/ffi
41. Which type of triangle can be drawn using

the points (-2,3), (-2, -7), and (4,-5)?

(1) scalene
(2) isosceles
(3) equilateral
(4) no triangle can be drawn

v

x

)t
"1

T
")

A ll
l

B

,

""i
i

I
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42. The equation of a line is g - ir' + 5. What is

an equation of the line that is perpendicular
to the given line and that passes through the
point (4,2)?

(1)y:3r,-? tD,y-)r-4
(3)y- j.r+7 (4)Y:-{z*8

43. Sqnare ABCD has vertices A(-2,-3), B(4,-l),
C(2,5), arrd D(-4,3). What is the length of a

side of the square?

(1) 2v'5 (2) 2/'m
(3) 4v6 @) toJ'

44.What is the equation of a line passing

through the point (4,-l) and parallel to the
line whose equation is 2Y - r : 8?

(1) y: |.r: - 3 (2)'A : jr - 7

(3)Y--2r*7 @)a:-2t*2
1,1. \\-hat are the coordinates of the center of a

cilcie if the endpoints of its diameter ate A
(8,-4) and B(-3,2)?

(1) (2.5,1) (2) (2.5,-r)
(3) (5.5,-3) (4) (5.5,3)

46. Which equation represents the perpendicular
bisector af AB whose endpoints are A(8,2)
and B(0,6)?

(1)y =2x*4 (2) Y=)x+2
(3)y=-|x+6 (4)y=2x-L2

47. Determine whether the two lines represented
bytheequations J=2x +3and2Y* x=6
are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.

Justify your response.

v?av f] -43--- 
*1i,T-a

-t= -l^
d,

n9
*67

ferW&rcrb'
re-'cipvutal slopos
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48. In the diagram below of circle C, Ql? is a
diameter, and 8(1,8) and C(3.5,2) are points
on a coordinate plane.

Find and state the coordinates of point ,8.

t-)
)

-L
C ?. f, e)

rL ((" )-tf)

49. The endpoints of TB are A(3, -4) andB t7,2). Determine and state the length of AB
radical form.

0(1 A C tr
+ p.{

IN SIM t-c!*
t-d-
d-*

(ryr-.,-:' t ^l;>- \,
a.

( 1-3) + c+-(
a)> + ca), tlTW =

^

)

ta
ic

50. If TE is defined by the endpoints A (4,2) and ,8(8,6), write an equation of the line that
istheq@ag'

Slgjl F;nJ [p,i** *c" ( ftha 6krn{- ; 2
('l

l;rt a

XZ-\ct

M= ( g.u r^,'' 9'\
L t -? )

*( Y,'+)'ff,i)'u,,0 Y-tlz -l(x-6)

al

v -.1 1*Y*L
y -- -\<+/651. Determine and state the length of a line segment whose endpoints are (6.4) and

(-9, -4).

e8'/
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52. Find an equation of the line passing through
the point (5,4) and parallel to the line whose
equation is 2x+ J = 3.

!a -3x''tJ Y

the orrgrn.

- -_l

-\ r =\illlk-x)
\-ry

53. The slope of QR i*.* and the slope of ST is !. ff RLST , determine and state the
value of r

K \ *3
rLr

x
54. Write an equation of the line that is endicular to the line whose equation is

2

2!/ : 3r: I 12 and that passes throug-5" 7}.
y- 7.c+ 6 Y -y Fnt$cr )

) -o t €f * -c))

-t.a( Cj.ro)

e
E>(\a-3

*
55. Write an equation of a line that is p

that passes through the point Ca,4)

to the line whose equation is 337 : fr * 6 and

-l Y+l
3 3 3

J = i"+Z

a
3

arallel
t.

J -L{

zJ
J W

56. Find, in simplest radical form, the length of the line segment with endpoints whose
coordinates are (-1,4) and (3, -2).

J
a

.r,e - *0a + nl*-'v,

c (- t -3)7+ CLl- ( -2)

d (^ L/) +c lrs +3b

v

57. Triangle ABC has vertices at A(3,0), B(9,-5), and C(7,-8). Find the length of AC in a\f3
simplest radical form.

Jr ( s)F 4(a<

J lb + b'/ n̂Ga
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